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I equipped to give vital artistic expression to such problems - because he has already
I learned to abandon the ivory tower in his objective approach to his materials.'

[DAVIS]

18 Grant Wood (1892-1942) from Revolt Against the City

The author was a prominent Regionalist, a representative of 'American Scene' painting in the
1930s. Whereas the other major school of contemporary figurative painting, Social Realism,

Uas associated with urban conditions and the political Left, Regionalism tended to espouse
conservative values as embodied in the American agricultural heartland. Both were suspi-

Icious of the avant-garde. Wood's pamphlet was originally issued by the independent pub-
lisher Frank Luther Mott in Iowa City, 1935. It is reprinted as an Appendix to James M.

I Dennis. Grant Wood: A Study in American Art and Culture, New York, 1975, from which the
[present extracts are taken. (PWA refers to the Public Works of Art Project, later the Federal
] Arts Project, under which American artists were given employment between 1933 and
•943, many of them on the decoration of public buildings.)

..Painting has declared its independence from Europe, and is retreating from the
•ties to the more American village and country life. Paris is no longer the Mecca of the

American artist. The American public, which used to be interested solely in foreign
wd imitative work, has readily acquired a strong interest in the distinctly indigenous

• of its own land; and our buyers of paintings and patrons of art have naturally and
kmestly fallen in with the movement away from Paris and the American pseudo-
flrisians. It all constitutes not so much a revolt against French technique as against the

•option of the French mental attitude and the use of French subject matter in favour
rfan American way of looking at things, and a utilization of the materials of our own
American scene.
*This is no mere chauvinism. If it is patriotic, it is so because a feeling for one's own
Heuand for the validity of one's own life and its surroundings is patriotic. Certainly I
(fefer to think of it, not in terms of sentiment at all, but rather as a common-sense
Bkation for art of native materials - an honest reliance by the artist upon subject
•tier which he can best interpret because he knows it best.
Because of this new emphasis upon native materials, the artist no longer finds it
•ttssary to migrate even to New York, or to seek any great metropolis. No longer is it
itessary for him to suffer the confusing cosmopolitanism, the noise, the too intimate
pejariousness of the large city. True, he may travel, he may observe, he may study in
•̂s environments, in order to develop his personality and achieve backgrounds and

tpspective; but this need be little more than incidental to an educative process that
iHsinhii ( m i l home region.
l«*

Let me try to state the basic idea of the regional movement. Each section has a
pMality of its own, in physiography, industry, psychology. Thinking painters and

who have passed their formative years in these regions, will, by care-taking
ps, work out and interpret in their productions these varying personalities. When

icpferent regions develop characteristics of their own, they will come into competi-
other; and out of this competition a rich American culture will grow. It
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was in some such manner that Gothic architecture grew out of competition befl I
different French towns as to which could build the largest and finest cathedralMj
indeed the French Government has sponsored a somewhat similar kind ot'eompe^J
ever since Napoleon's time.

The germ of such a system for the United States is to be found in the art \vorkrecMJ
conducted under the PWA. This was set up by geographical divisions, and itprodH
remarkable results in the brief space of time in which it was in operation. 1 should 1«|
see such encouragement to art work continued and expanded. The Federal Gover
should establish regional schools for art instruction to specially gifted
connection with universities or other centers of culture in various sections.

In suggesting that these schools should be allied with the universities, I do notnH
to commit them to pedantic or even strictly academic requirements. But I dcflBl
that the general liberal arts culture is highly desirable in a painter's training. Theafl
must know more today than he had to know in former years. My own art stiulents,B
example, get a general course in natural science - not with any idea of their spedalizH
in biology or physics, but because they need to know what is going on in the modeB
world. The main thing is to teach students to think, and if they can to fed. TechniB
expression, though important, is secondary; it will follow in due time, according tofl
needs of each student. Because of this necessity of training in the liberal arts, fl
Government art schools should be placed at educational centers.

The annual exhibits of the work of schools of this character would arouse genol
interest and greatly enlarge our American art public. A local pride would he excitej
that might rival that which even hard-headed business men feel for home football teanl
and such enterprises. There is nothing ridiculous about such support; it would beonfl
a by-product of a form of public art education which, when extended over a longperifl
of time would make us a great art-loving nation.

Mural painting is obviously well adapted to Government projects, and it isfll
highly suitable for regional expression. It enables students to work in groups, tol
develop original ideas under proper guidance, and to work with a very definite purpjB
I am far from commending all the painting that has gone onto walls in the past \carai
two, for I realize there has not been much success in finding a style well suited to thtl
steel-construction building; but these things will come, and there is sure to bfll
wonderful development in mural painting within the next few years. In it I hope that!
art students working with Government aid may play a large part. My students at the]
State University of Iowa hope to decorate the entire University Theater, when]
the building is finished, in true fresco; and there is to be regional competition tor the]
murals and sculpture in three new Iowa post offices...

I am willing to go so far as to say that I believe the hope of a native American art lies
in the development of regional art centers and the competition between them. It seems
the one way to the building up of an honestly art-conscious America. [...]

But whatever may be the future course of regional competitions, the fact of the re\olt I
against the city is undeniable. Perhaps but few would concur with Thomas Jefferson's I
characterization of cities as 'ulcers on the body politic'; but, for the moment at least,
much of their lure is gone. Is this only a passing phase of abnormal times? Having at
heart a deep desire for a widely diffused love for art among our whole people, I can only
hope that the next few years may see a growth of non-urban and regional activity in the
arts and letters.


